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chromatic light, and that light of the very colour composing the 
variotts layers, each layer being, as 1 ha.ve shown, so much 
br'ght<-r than the outer ones that its light predominates over them. 
Ts it too much to suggest to those who may be anxious 10 attempt 
to elucidate this subject, that probably if they would consider 
all the conditions of the problem presented by that great screen, 
the moon, allowing each of these lay,:r, by turn to throw its light 
earthwards, the inequalities of the eclge of the glo/,u!ar moon 
allowing here light to pass from a richer region, here slopping 
light from even the dimmer ones, they would be able to explain 
the rays, their colours, variations, apparent twbtings, and change 
of side? I do not hesitate to ask this qutstion, b,cause it is .a 
difficLlt one to answe.r, since the whole question is one of enor
mous difficulty. But difficult though it be, I trust I have shown 
you that we are on the right track, and thahn spite of our bad 
weather. the observations made by the English and American 
Government Eclipse Expedition of 1870 have largely inc,·eased 
our knowledge. 

\Vith increase of knowle,1ge generally comes a neces,ity for 
changing the nomenclature belonging to a time when it was im
perfect. The researches to which I have drawn. your attention 
form no exception to this rule. A few years ago our science was 
satisfied with the terms prominences, sierra, a,,d corona, to re
pre;ent the phenomena I have brought before you, the nature of 
both being absolutely unknown, as is indicated by the fact that 
the term sierra was emplovecl, and aptly so, when it was imagined 
the prominences mi6ht be solar mountains! \Ve nnw know 
many of the cunsfruent materials of the-e strange things; we 
know that we are <lea.ling with the exterior portion oi the solar 
atmosphere. and a lai·ge knowledge of sola r meteorology is al
ready acquired, which shows us the whole mechanism of these 
prominences. But we also know that part of the corona is 
not at the sun at all. Hence the terms !e11cosplure and halo have 
been suggested to designate in the one case the regions where the 
general radiation, owing to a reduced pressure and temperature, 
is no longer subordinate to the selecrive radiation, and in the 
other, that part of the corona which is non-,olar. Neither of 
these terms is apt, nor is either ne:cessary. All J)urposes will be 
served if rhe term corona be retained as a name for the exterior 
region, including the rays; rilts, and the like, ·about which doubt 
still exists, though it is now proved that rnme part is non-solar, 
while lor tht undoubted solar portion the term Chromosphere
the b, ight-line reg;on-as it was defined in this theatre now two 
years ago, exacdy expresses its characteristic features, and 
differen1iates it fr, ·m the photosphere and the associated portion 
of the solar atmosphere. 

Here my discourse would end, if it were not incumbent on me 
to ,tate how gra eful I feel to Her Majesty's Government for 
givi11g us the "pportunity of going to th~ eclip,e; to place on 
record the plea,ure we all felt in being so clo,ely associated in 
our work with the distingui,hed American astronomns who from 
fir,t to last aided us greatly; and to e:xpress our great gratirude 
to all sorts of new friends whom we found wherever we went, 
and who w~lcomed us as if they had known us from our child-
hood . J. NuRMAN LOCKYER 

ON THE DISTRIBUTION OF TEMPERATURE 
IN THE NORTH ATLANTIC* 

AT the request of the Council of the Scottish Meteorological 
Socie1 y, I beg to bring before you a sketch of the more 

recent results of investigations into the causes of the abnormal 
climate of the surface o1 a great port.ion of the North Ailantic 
Ocean, and of the lands which form ils north-eastern borders ; 
and e,pecially the results of the dtep-se.a exploring expeditions 
of the last three years, in wh,ch 1 have taken a part, so iar as they 
bear upcm this po;.nt. 

In a recent valuable report on the Gulf Stream in the '' Geo· 
graphi,che Mittheilungen," of last year, Dr. Petermann severely 
and, 1 think, too justly, reflected upon us students of ocean tempe
ratures for giving ourstlves up 10 wild and gratuitous speculation. 
I wi,h, if possible, on the pres, nt 11ccastn11, to avoid all risk ol 
such impead1ment, by limiring our inquiry rigidly for the few 
minu cs I h«ve at my disposal lo the present condition of our 
knowledge of facts, and to such decluctiuns from these as may be 
fairly c-,n,idered proved. 

* Ac1dre~s dedverecl to the Meteorological Society of Scotland at the 
General Meeting of the Society, July 5, 

Let us then first inquire for a moment what the phenomena 
are which we are called upon to correlate and to explain. There 
1s no cltspute about these facts, and a glar,ce at the chart will 
at once recall them to your rernJ!edion. In the first place, 
the lines of equal n:ean annual temperature, instead of showing 
any tend ency to comc1de wtth the parallels of latitude, run up 
into the North Atlantic and into the North 8ea, in the form 
ofa series of long lonps. This cliver,ionoftheisothermal lines from 
their normal clirection is admittedly caused by surface ocean
rnrrents conveying the warm tropical water towards the polar 
regions, wh1ence there is a conslant counter-llow of cold water 
beneath to supply ,ts ph,ce, This phenomenon is not conhnecl 
to the North Atlantic. A corresponding series of loops, though 
not so well defined, passes southwards along the east coa,t of 
South America, and a very mad,ed series occupies the north
ea,tern angle of the Pacific, off the Aleutian I slands and the coast 
of California. The temperature of the land is not affected di
rectly by the temperature of the sea in its nnmediate neighbour
hood, but by the temperature of the prevailing wind, which is 
determined by that of the sea. Setting aside 1he still more im
p6rtant point of the equalisation of summer and winter tempera
ture, the mean annual temperature of Bergen, lar. 60° 24' N., sub
ject to the ameliorating influence of the south-west wind blowing 
over the temperate waler of the North Atlantic, is 67° C. while 
that of Tobolsk, lat. 58° 13', is - 2·4° C. 

Bttt the temperature of the North Atlantic is not only raised 
greatly above that of places on the same paralle~ of latitude 
having- a contintntal climate by this in,erchange of tropical and 
polar water, but it is gr,atly higher than that of places appa
rently similarly circumstanced as to a general interchange of 
water in the Southern Hcmisphere. Tnns, the mean annual 
temperature of the Faroe Islands, lat. 62° 2' N. is 7 1" C. nearly 
equal to that ol the Falkland Islands, lat. 52° 8., which is 8 2° C., 
and the ttmperature of Dublin, lat. 53° 21' N., is 9·6° C., while 
that of Port Famine, lat. 53° 8' S , 1s 5 ·3° C. Again the high 
temperature of the North Atlan1ic is no, equally di,tributed, but 
is very marktd in its special determination to the nortl,-east 
coasts. Thus, the mean annual temperature of Ha;ifax, lat. 
44° 39', is 6·2° C., while that of Dublin, lat. 53° 21' is y 6 C., 
and the lemperatnre of Boston (Mass.) lat. 42° 21' is exactly the 
same as that of Dublin. 

We thus arrive at the well-known general re,u.Jt, that the tem
peratttre of the sea bathing the north-east shores of the North 
Atlantic is greatly raised above its normal point by currents in
volving an interchange of tropical and polar wa1er ; and that the 
lands bordering on the N•,rth Atlamic participate in this ameliora
tion of climate by the heat imparted by the water to their prevail
ing winds. 

We shall now examine this distribution of ocean temperature 
a little more minutely. During the last many years a prodigious 
amount of data have been accumulating with re'erence to the 
de,ailcd distribution of heat on the surface of tht: No th Atlantic 
b;;sin, and last year M. Petermann, of Gotha, published in his 
"Geobrraphische Mittheilungen" a series of invaluable temperature 
charts em bodying the re,rnts of the reduction of up" ards of 
100,000 obser,ations derived mainly from the following sources:-

ht. From the wind and cnrre11tcharts of Liem. Maury, em
b .. dying about 30,000 distinct temperature observations. 

2nd. From 50,000 observations made by Dutch sea captains 
and published ·by ihe Government of the Netherlands. 

3rd. From the joun,al ot tht Cunard ,t,·amers between Liver• 
pool and New York, and of the steamers of the Montreal 
Company b,tween Glasgow and Belleisle. 

4,h. From the data collected by our excellent secretary, Mr. 
Buchan, with regard to the temperature of the coast of 
Scotland. 

5th. From the pahlications of the Norwegian Institute on sea 
temperatures b~tw,e11 ~orway, Scotland, and Iceland. 

6th. From the data lurnbhed by the Dani -h Rear-admiral 
lrminger 011 sea temperatures between Denmark and the Danish 
settlements in Greenland. 

7th. From the observations made by Lord Dufferin on board 
his yacht 1''omi1 between Scotland, Iceland, Spitzbergen, and 
Norway. 

Aud finally from the recent observations collected by the Eng
lish, German, Swt'dish, and Russian expedttions to the Arctic 
Regions and towards the North Pole. 

Ih. Pe,erm"nn has devo:ed the special attention of a great part 
of his life to 1his question, a,,cl 1he accuracy 01 h ,s results i ,, every 
cle1aii is beyond the si,adow ol a duuht. Every curve ol equal 
temperature, whe1her for the summer, for the winter, or for the 
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whole year, instantly declares _itself as one of a system of curves 
which are referred to the Strait of Florida as the source of heat, 
and the warm water may be traced (and this is not begging the 
CJ uestion, for t~e tempe:rature is got b_y <l!pping the thei:mometer 
in the water), m a contrnuous stream, 1nd1cated where its move
ment can no longer be observed by its form,fanning out from the 
neigbbourhnod of the Strait across the Atlantic, skirting the 
coasts of France, Britain, and Scandinavia, rounding the North 
Cape, and passing the White Sea and the Sea of Kari, bathing 
the western shores of Novaja Semla and Spitzbergen, and finally 
coursing round the co:ist of Siberia, a trace of it still remaining 
to try to find its way through the narrow and shallow 
Behring's Strait into the Nor~h Pacific. N?:V it seems to me 
that if we had these observa110ns alone, wh1cll are merely de
iailed and careful corroborations of many previous ones, and could 
depend upon them, without even ha".iog any clue to t?eir 
rntionale, we should be forced to ndm1t that whatever might 
be the amount and distribution of heat derived from a general 
c ceanic circulation, whether productd by the prevailing winds of 
1 he region, by convection, by unequal barometric pressure, by 
tropical heat, or by arct_ic cold, there is besides this some _other 
source of heat at the pomt referred to by these curves sufficiently 
powerful to mask all the rest, ~n~, broadly speaking, to produ~e 
of itself all the perceptible deviations of the isotherms from their 
normal course. 

J3ut we have no difficulty in accounting for this source of 
heat, As is well-known, about the equator, the north-east 
and south-east trade winds reduced to meridional directions 
hy the eastward frictional impulse of the earth's i-o:ation, drive 
before them a rnagr,ificent surface current of hot water, the 
equatorial current, 4,000 miles long and 450 miles !:>road, at an 
average rate of thirty miles a-day. This current splits upon 
Cape St. Roque, and one portion trends sou thwards to deflect 
tl1e isotherms of 21 ° 15 ·5°, ro 0

, and 4:5° C. into loops, thus 
carryinrr a scrap of comfort towards the Falklands and Cape 
J [corn."' \Vhile the remainder, "having made the circuit of the 
Gnlf of Mexico, issues through the Straits of Florida, clin,.,ing 
in shore round Cape Florida, whence it issues as the Gulf Stream, 
in a majestic current upwards of 30 miles broad, 2,200 feet 
deep, with an average velocity of 4 miles an hour, and a tempera
ture of 86' Fahr." (Herschel.) 

I need scarcely follow the course of the Gulf Stream in detail, 
it i, generally so well known. After leaving the Strait of Florida, 
it st rikes in a north-easterly direction conformable generally to 
the easterly impulse given by its excess of diurnal rotation, to
wards the coast of Northern Europe. About 42° N. a large 
portion of it, still maintaining the high surface t~mperature of 
24• C., \urns eastward and southward, and, eddymg round the 
Saroasso Sea, fuses with the northern edge of the equatorial 
cun~nt, and rejoins the main circulation. The main body, how
ever, moves northwards, Mr. Croll, in a very suggestive paper 
in the Pl,i!osophical ilfagazine on Ocean Currents, estimates the 
Gulf Stream as equal to a stream of water fifty miles broad and 
1 ,coo feet deep, flowing at a rate of four miles an hour, with a 
mean tempernture of 18° C. I see no reason whatever to believe 
this calculation to he excessive, and it gives a graphic idea of 
the forces at work. 

The North Atlantic and the Arctic Seas form togelher a basin 
closed to the northward, for there is practically no passage for a 
body of water through Behring's Strait. Into the corner of this 
basin, as if it were a hath, with a north-easterly direction given 
to it, as if the supply pipe of the bath were turned so as to give 
the hot water a definite impulse, this enormous flood is poured 
day and night, winter and summer; almost appalling in its 
volume and the continuity of its warmth, and its blueness, and 
hri:liant transparency in s,uula s,rcu!orum ! 

The hot water pours, not entirely from the Strait of Florida, 
hut partly from the Strait and partly in a more diffused current 
outside the islands, with a decided, though slight, north-easterly 
impulse on account of its great initial velocity. The North 
Atlnntic is with the Arctic Sea a cul-de-sac. When this basin 
is full- -and not till then-overcoming its northern impulse, the 
water tends southwards in the southern eddy, so that there is a 
certain tendency for · the hot water to accumulate in the northern 
bar.in. It is to this tendency, produced by the absence of a free 
outlet to the Arctic Sea, that I would be inclined to attribute the 
special excess of the warmth of the north-eastern shores of the 
North Atlantic. 

When ascertaining with the utmost care and with the most 
trust worthy instruments, by serial soundings, the temperature of 
the area surveyed by the Porcupine in 1869, we found at a depth 

of 2,435 fathoms in the Bay of Biscay, that down to 50 fathoms 
the temperature of the sea was greatly affected by direct solar 
radiation ; from 100 to 900 fathoms the temperature gradually 
fell from !0° C. to 4° C., and from 900 fathoms to 2,435 the fall 
of temperature was almost imperceptibly gradual from 4° to 
20·5 C. 

The comparatively high temperature from 100 fathoms to 900 

fathoms I am certainly inclined to attribute to the northern accu
mulation of the water of the Gulf Stream. The radiant heat de
rived directly from the sun must of course be regarded as a con
stant quantity superadded to the original temperatme of the water 
denved from other sources. Taking this into account, the surface 
temperatures in what we were in the habit of calling the " warm 
area" coincided precisely with Petermann's curves indicating the 
northward path of the Gulf Stream. 

It is scarcely necessary to say that for every unit of water which 
enters the basin of the North Atlantic, an equivalent must return. 
From.its low velocity, the Arctic return c,u-rent or indraught will 
doubtless tend slightly to a westerly direction, ancl the hiaher 
specific gravity of the cold water may probably even more po!;.,er
fully lead it into the deepest channels; or possibly the two causes 
may combine, and in the course of ages the currents may tend to 
hollow out deep south-westerly grooves. At all events, the main 
Arctic return currents are very visible on the chart taking that 
direction, inclicated by marked deflections of the isothermal lines. 
The most marked is the Labrador current, which passes down 
inside the Gulf Stream along the coasts of Carolina and New 
Jersey, meeting it in the strange, abrupt "cold wall," clipping 
under it as it issues from the Gulf, corning to the surface again on 
the other s'de, and a portion of it actually passing under the Gult 
Stream as a colcl counter-current into the deeper part of the Gulf 
of Mexico. 

Fifty or sixty miles out from the west coast of Scotland, I 
believe the Gulf Stream forms another througll a very mitigated 
"cold wall." In 1868 Dr. Carpenter and I investigated 
a very remarkable cold indrnught into the channel between 
Shetland and Faroe. In a lecture on deep-sea climates, which 
was published in N°ATURE, in July last, I stated my belief that 
the current was entirely banked up in the Faroe channel by the 
Gulf Stream passing its gorge. 

Since that time I have been led to suspect that a part of the 
Arctic water oozes down the Scottish coast much mixed, and 
sufficiently shallow to be affected throughout by solar radiation. 
About sixty or seventy mlles from shore the isothermal lines have 
a slight but uniform deflection, Within that line types charac
teristic of the Scandinavian fauna are numerous, and in the course 
of many years' use of the towing net, I have never met with any 
of the Gulf Stream pteropods, or of the lovely Polycystinre 
and Acanthometrinre, which absolutely swarm beyond that lio1it. 
The differences in mean temperature between the east anrl w st 
coasts of Scotland, amounting to between 1° and 2° Fahr., ·s 
also somewhat less than might have been expected. 

There is another point which is worthy of consideration. It 
is often said that about the latitude 45° N, the Gulf Stream thins 
out and disappears. The course of a warm current is traced far
ther on the maps, even to the coast of Norway and the North 
Cape, but this north-easterly extension is called the Gulf Stream 
dr~ft, and is supposed to be a surface flow caused by the pre
va1hng S. \V. anti-trades. There seem to me to be several 
arguments against this view. The surface of the sea, at all events 
between 40° and 55° N., has a mean temperature higher than 
that of the air, and that could scarcely he the case unless there 
were a constant supply, independent of the wind, of water from 
a warmer source ; and any question is, to my mind, entirely set 
at rest by om establishment of the mass of warm water moving 
to the north-eastward, whose curves of excess of temperature, 
so far as they have as yet been ascertained, correspond entirely 
with those of the Gulf Stream. 

I cannot at present enter at any length into the very funda
mental question which has lately given rise to so much discussion, 
whether the Gulf Stream is actually 1he ageut in conveying 
heat to the North Atlantic and ameliorati11g the climate 
of its north-eastern shores, or whether these results are not 
rather produced by a "general oceanic circulation." 

As, however, I am frequently quoted by my friend and col
league in much scientific work, Dr. Carpenter, as holding an 
opinion different from his, and as my present remarks place my 
views beyond doubt, it may he well to give a reason for my want 
of faith. pr. Carpenter's view, if I understand him rightly, is 
that there IS a great general convective circulation in the ocean, on 
the principle of a hot-water heating apparatus, and that the Gulf 
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Stream is only a modified and partial cause of this general circula
tion. Now in the first place, as I have already said, it seems _to me 
that the distribution of warm water in the North Atlantic has 
been traced to its source, and all the general pheno1:1-ena of the 
Gulf Stream, its origin, its course, its extension, fnd its d~pth at 
certain points, have been proved by the careful ,observations of 
many years, which I see no reason whatever to doubt. The 
constant impulse of the trade wind drives a broad current of 
equatorial water against the American coast. A gre~t p_art of 
this current is observed to turn northwards through the ::,trait and 
round the islands, and to pour an eternal flood of hot "".ater in a 
certain direction, under known laws, into the closed basm of the 
North Atlantic, and as a natural consequence the temperature is 
very considerably raised. 

We are undoubtedly most deeply indebted to Dr. Cor
penter for the forcible way in which he has brought for
ward the arguments on the other side ; and, after carefully 
considering everything, I am thoroughly willing, with Sir 
John Herschel, to cede that '' there is no refu~ing to admit 
that an oceanic circulation of some sort must arise from mere 
heat, cold, and evaporation as verce causce;" and that '' hence
forward the question of oce1n currents will have to be studied 
under a twofold point of view ;" but my strong conviction is that 
if the sagacious philosopher whose loss we now deplore, had 
been spared so to study it, he would have only been strengthened 
in his verdict of 1861 as to the Gulf Stream, that there can be no 
"possible around for doubting that it owes its origin entirely to 
the trade-11~nds." Dr. Carpenter attributes the general oceanic 
circulation, of which he regards the Gulf Stream as only a modi
fied case, to tropical heat and evaporation, and arctic cold, 
possibly aided by differences of barometric pressures ; or to con
vection pure and simple, as illustrated in his experiments before 
the RDyal Institution and the Geographical Society. Now 
what we expect of Dr. Carpenter before we are called upon 
to accept to the full his magnificent generalisation, is a calcula
tion and demonstration of the amount of the effect of the causes 
upon which he depends acting under the special circumstances. 
\Ve must remember that heat is received by the ocean at the sur
face only, and that owing to cold indraughts all over the globe, so 
far as we know the temperature falls the deeper we go; that all 
our observations tend to show that the temperature of the sea is 
only influenced by direct solar radiation to any amount to the 
depth of fifty fathoms, so that all currents depending upon dif
ference between equatorial and polar temperatures must be pro
duced and propagated in a film of water about the depth of the 
height of St. Paul's and 6,000 miles long. The black line 
bounding that chart represents pretty nearly the depth of the 
ocean, and even where the whole of the water supposed to be 
involved in the movement, it would be difficult to imagine a per
ceptible current to be produced i1_1 so th\n and widl: a sheet by 
such feeble cause. It would be 1mposs1ble to 111d1cate by the 
finest hair line the tenuity of the film which is actually affected 
by the direct rays of the sun. How differences in barometric 
pressure can produce constant currents I do not see. Rapid 
fluctuations in pressure in places within a short distance of one 
another will doubtless produce readjustment by a wave motion ; 
but constant differences of pressure will simply produce constant 
differences of level and no currents. Varying pressares at very 
distant points cannot possibly produce a constant current. I 
freely admit that I am quite incapable of undertaking the investi
gations which might lead to the estimation of the relative or 
actual importance of these causes of currents. I have several 
times put the question to specialists in such physical inquiries, 
but they have always said that it was a matter of the greatest 
difficulty, but that their impression was that the effects would be 
infinitesimal. 

I fear then that, in opposition to the views of my distinguished 
colleaaue, I must repeat that I have seen as yet no reason to 
modify the opinion which I have consistently held, that the re
markable conditions of climate on the coasts of Northern Europe 
are due in a broad sense solely to the Gulf Stream ; that 
is to·say, that while it would be madness to deny that in a great 
body of water at different temperatures, under varying barometric 
pressures, and subject to the surface drift of variable winds, 
currents of all kinds variable and more or less permanent must 
be set up, yet the influence of the great current which we call 
the Gulf Stream, the reflux in fact of the great equatorial cur
rent, is so paramount as to reduce all other causes to utter 
insignificance. 

WYVILLE THOMSON 

PHYSIOLOGY 
The Mouse's Ear as an Organ of Sensation* 

DR. ScHOBL, of Prague, who lately published a remarkable 
paper on the wing of the bat, has made similar researches 
on the ear of the white mouse, with very interesting and sur
prising results (in "Schultze's Archiv," vol. vii. p. 260.) The 
first thing which struck Dr. Schobl was the immense and 
"fabulous" richness of the ear in nerves. Even the bat's wing 
is but poorly supplied in comparison. The outer ear was care
fully divided horizontally through the middle of the cartilage into 
two laminre, each of which was found to be equally supplied 
with nerves, and was then examined by removing the epidermis 
and the Malpighian layer of the skin. In each of these lamirire 
were discovered three distinct strata of ·nerves, which are thus 
described : The first or lowest stratum lies immediately upon the 
cartilage ; it consists of the largest trunks which enter the ear, 
5 to 7 in number, and their next branches, varying from ·07 4 mm. 
to ·028 mm. in diameter. The mode of division of these trunks 
is mainly dichotomous, but they are connected by several different 
kinds of anastomoses ; as, for instance, by decussation of two 
adjacent trunks, by transverse or oblique connecting branches, 
by plexuses, by loops, &c. ; while branches also perforate the 
cartilage, and bring the nerves of the two halves of the ear into 
connection. The general distribution agrees with that of the 
larger blood-vessels. The second stratum lies immediately over 
the first, and is connected with it by a multitude of small 
branches, and by a fine marginal plexus at the outer border of 
the ear, which may be regarded as common to both. The 
diameter of its nerves is from ·or85 mm. to ·0098 mm. ; it lies 
immediately under the capillary vascular network of the skin, 
and has a generally reticulated arrangement, forming plexuses of 
very various shapes. The third stratum of nerves, developed 
out of the very finest twigs of the second, lies at the level of the 
capillary network ; it is composed of branches ·0098 mm. to 
·0037 mm. in thickness, which (like those of the other strata) con
tain mednllated nerve-fibres. It forms an extremely delicate 
network, like the second layer, but its finest branches may ter
minate in two ways, Some of them, each containing two to 
four medullated fibres, run directly to the hair follicles, and form 
a nervous ring round the shaft of the hair, terminating below the 
follicle in a nervous knot. Others, again, consisting of not more 
than two medullated fibres, bend towards the surface where the 
fibres lose their double outline, and form, immediately under the 
Malpighian layer of the skin, a fine terminal network of pale 
fibres, which is the fourth and ultimate stratum of nervous struc
tures. The terminal "knots" or corpuscles, and the nervous 
rings, are inseparably connected with hairs and their sebaceous 
glands, so that through the whole of the external ear no hair can 
be found without this nervous apparatus, and vice versd. The 
connection of the hair follicle with the nerve termination 
is as follows :-Under the bulk of the hair in each 
follicle is a more or less conical prolongation, com
posed of distinct nucleated cells, which run vertically down
wards, and is enclosed within the limiting membrane of the 
follicle. The nervous twig which, as has been said, runs to each 
hair follicle from the third stratum of nerves, makes several turns 
round the shaft of the hair, and from the ring thus formed two to 
four nerve-fibres run vertically downwards to the prolongation 
of the follicle, immediately beneath which they form a knot. 
These knots are almost always spherical, sometimes oval, and 
about ·015 mm. in diameter. In each square millimetre of the 
marginal part of the ear there are about 90 such bodies, and near 
the base perhaps 20, so that the average number may be 30. 
Calculating from the average size of the ear of a common mouse, 
it is then found that there are on the average 3,000 nerve termi
nations on each of its surfaces, making 6,000 on each ear, or 
12,000 altogether. The function of this elaborate arrangement 
would seem to be, like that in the wing of the bat, to supply by 
means of a very refined sense of touch, the want of vision to 
these subterranean animals. 

SCIENTlFIC SERIALS 
PART ii. of the Zei!schrift fiir Ethnologie contains No. 6 ot 

Dr. Hartmann's " Studies of the History of Domestic Animals," 
on the yak or grunting ox (Bos grunniens) living wild at immense 
altitudes in the mountains of Central Asia north of the Himalaya, 
and largely used in a domesticated state in Mongolia and 

* From the " Quarterly Journal of Microscopical Science'' for July. 
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